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Juli 

Joe Hicks met with Tom Moran while in Eagan on Wednesday afternoon. 
Tom was aware of the situation and to further pursue this issue, if 
you choose to, you will need to discuss with Tom directly. He does 
not routinely check his e:mail, therefore, I would suggest calling him 
or his assistant, Sandy Southern to set up an appointment. 

Thank you for trusting me with this information and I hope that there 
can be some resolution to the satisfaction of all parties involved. 

Tami 
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Juli 

Joe responded to my voice mail that he has been unable to access his 
e:mail while away - apparently some kind of system problem, BUT, he 
called me this afternoon and I faxed him your latest e:mail (10 pages) 
and he was going to review with Tom Moran. Joe is due back in the 
office tomorrow (weather permitting) and I'll give you an update once 
I have additional information. 

Hang in there ... 

Tami 
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Juli 

I left Joe a voice mail asking him to confirm that he has received 
your message. He carries his laptop on business trips so he should 
pick up his e:mail. I'm not extremely technically literate, but it's 
possible that cc:mail mobile that he's using does not send . a 
confirmation receipt until he plugs back into his desktop unit??? 



I'll let you know as soon as I hear anything at all. 

Take Care, Tami 
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Tami, 

I received your receipt of the message and attachments I sent to you last 
Friday afternoon. However, I did not receive a return receipt from Joe Hicks, 
and I wanted to verify that he received this information intact before going 
out to Eagan. Keeping my fingers crossed, I am hoping that a resolution can 
be made from this matter. 

Please let me know what you do as soon as you can . Thanks . 

juli 
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